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B-001-001

Your comment stating a preference for Alternative C3, and describing

the impact Alternative C2 would have on your business is noted. 
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B-002-001

Your preference for Alternative C3 is noted.
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B-003-001

Thank you for providing your assessment of the transit-oriented

development (TOD) potential for station alternatives considered in the

Draft EIS. Sound Transit is committed to supporting TOD around its light

rail stations. To that end, the agency's planning process has included

public involvement and the evaluation of TOD potential for the station

alternatives considered in the EIS. Sound Transit appreciates your

recommendations.
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B-003-002

Your preference for Alternative A3 based on your assessment of its TOD

potential is noted.  The Preferred Alternative incorporates several

elements you identify as supporting TOD in the NE 145th Street and NE

185th Street station areas. 

 

B-003-003

Your preference for Alternatives B1, B2, and B2A based on TOD

potential is noted.
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B-003-004

While you conclude that Alternative C1 provides the best TOD potential,

Sound Transit's TOD assessment summarized in Section 4.2.4 (Land

Use Indirect and Secondary Impacts) of the Draft and Final EIS

considers a wider range of factors than just the potential for

redevelopment on immediately adjacent parcels. Sound Transit

assessed TOD potential at the station areas using four elements: (1)

existing conditions supporting transit-oriented development, (2) transit-

supportive plans and policies, (3) station access, and (4) potential

development opportunities.
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B-004-001

Your concerns regarding the potential impacts of Alternative C1 and C2

to your business are noted.

 

B-004-002

Thank you for your comment about your concerns about business

displacement under Alternatives C1 and C2. 

If your business were to be displaced (which the Preferred Alternative

avoids), Sound Transit would provide relocation services as well as

compensation.  An interview would be conducted to determine your

needs for a comparable and affordable replacement property.  Services

would include ongoing information on the availability and lease costs of

commercial properties meeting your needs.  Compensation could include

expenses related to finding a replacement property, existing tenant-

owned improvements, permits and improvements at the new building,

moving expenses, operating permits and licenses, as well as new

advertising materials and stationary.  

For additional information, please see Section 4.1 Acquisitions,

Displacements, and Relocations. 

 

B-004-003

The Noise and Vibration Technical Report, included with the Final EIS on

CD, has additional discussion of the standards used to define vibration

levels and impacts for permanent or construction-related activities. 

Sound Transit does not anticipate vibration levels to disrupt normal

operations at your business.  Construction vibration mitigation described

in the Final EIS would be implemented during work at the property, if

Alternatives C1 or C2 were implemented.  Where construction activity

close to the building is unavoidable, Sound Transit would work with the

owners/tenants to stage work in ways that would be less disruptive to

their operations.
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B-004-004

The FTA criteria for transit noise are based on exterior noise levels,

which makes them a more conservative measure of impacts for interior

noise. If your business is able to perform with the traffic noise in this

area, noise from the light rail, while possibly audible, would not be

expected to affect your operations.

For construction, the City of Lynnwood construction noise ordinance

would be applicable, and Sound Transit is committed to maintaining

construction noise levels within the criteria.  Further, construction noise

for this project is similar to construction noise for a paving project,

building construction, or any other construction project, and Sound

Transit works with local residences and businesses to minimize

construction impacts.    

 

B-004-005

Sound Transit notes your concerns about Alternatives C1 and C2. The

Preferred Alternative does not use the 52nd Avenue W alignment, and

would avoid impacting the businesses and residences along the street.
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B-005-001

Thank you for your comment stating a preference for a modified

Alternative C3.  Sound Transit identified a modified Alternative C3 as its

Preferred Alternative in the Final EIS, and this alternative would avoid

impacting your property and business. Please note that Sound Transit

policy provides for a fair and equitable means of addressing real property

impacts across its projects. Consistent with state and federal law, this

policy requires Sound Transit to fairly compensate for property

acquisitions, and to provide compensation and relocation for displaced

businesses.  If an alternative affecting your property were to move

forward, Sound Transit would work with you and any affected businesses

to negotiate fair compensation and relocation benefits. 
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B-005-002

Thank you for your comments about property access, parking, and

circulation needs for your property at 52nd Ave W.  If Alternative C1 or

C2 is selected for the project to be built, properties that are not fully

acquired would retain their functional access, and would have sufficient

levels of parking, circulation, and freight/delivery accessiblity as needed

for their operations. 

 

B-005-003

The Noise and Vibration Technical Report accompanying the Final EIS

has additional discussion of the standards used to define vibration levels

and impacts for permanent or construction-related activities.  Sound

Transit does not anticipate vibration levels to disrupt normal operations

at your business.  Construction vibration mitigation described in the Final

EIS would be implemented during work at the property as appropriate, if

Alternatives C1 or C2 were implemented.  Where construction activity

close to the building is unavoidable, Sound Transit would work with the

owners/tenants to stage work in ways that would be less disruptive to

their operations.

 

B-005-004

The FTA criteria for noise are based on exterior noise levels, which

makes them a more conservative predictor of potential impacts for noise-

sensitive building interiors. If your business is able to perform with the

traffic noise in this area, noise from the light rail, while possibly audible,

would not be expected to affect your operations.  Light rail is typically

quieter than the heavy trucks on the roadway near you.

For construction, the City of Lynnwood construction noise ordinance

would apply.  Sound Transit expects to limit construction noise levels to

be within the City's criteria.  Further, construction noise for this project is

similar to construction noise for a paving project, building construction, or
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any other construction project, and Sound Transit works with the city,

local residences and businesses to minimize construction impacts.    

 

B-005-005

Sound Transit appreciates your concerns about the potential community

impacts of Alternatives C1 and C2. As described in your comments, the

Lynnwood community is very diverse and includes racial and ethnic

minorities, persons with limited English proficiency, and those with low

and moderate income.  As part of Sound Transit's community outreach

efforts during project planning and the environmental review process,

special outreach activities have been conducted to involve these

community groups in the public decision-making process leading to the

selection of a preferred alternative for the Lynnwood Link Extension

project. These efforts included the availability of translated materials and

interpreters upon request. See Chapter 7 of the Final EIS for a summary

of the public comments received on the Draft EIS and Appendix C for a

listing of outreach activities and comments specifically targeted for

minority and low-income populations.

 

B-005-006

Your preference for an alternative parallel to the freeway rather than on

52nd Avenue W due to business impacts and impacts to Work Source

are noted.
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B-006-001

Thank you for writing of your concerns about the potential impacts to

your property at NE 11200 Street and First Avenue NE, and for

describing your plans for the property.

The analysis of land use impacts in the Final EIS is based on existing

land uses, approved land use plans, and other permitted developments. 

The potential for impacts is discussed in in Section 4.2.2 Long-Term

Impacts. A site-specific analysis of potential impacts to a future

development in the absence of approved plans or permits would be

speculative, and therefore not considered in the EIS.  However, in

Appendix 4.2.2, Sound Transit has reviewed the consistency of the

proposed alternatives against adopted plans and policies of the city,

including the City of Seattle's Northgate Urban Center, and finds that the

alternatives would support the City's intent to create a more compact

urban center in the area.   In addition, based on the current designs for

the Preferred Alternative, the project would be across the street from

your parcel and would not place any new restrictions on the use of your

property. 
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B-006-002

Your comment in favor of Alternative A1 is noted Alternative A1 is the

basis for the Preferred Alternative, which would be across 1st Avenue

from your property. Based on current plans for construction, there would

be no physical impacts to your property and no changes to your access

due to the light rail project.

 

B-006-003

The Draft EIS text regarding "reduced access" in the cultural resources

section of the document referred to construction period effects, but a

revised description in the Final EIS clarifies that access could be

modified. Access would be maintained, consistent with the text in the

Transportation Technical Report. There could be modified access for

travel from some directions during construction periods,such as when

flaggers are present on 1st Avenue or other nearby streets to

accommodate construction activities. Delays could occur, but access to

adjacent properties (land and buildings) would be maintained.

Depending on required construction activities, access to the property

may need to be reduced (e.g., one lane instead of two lanes) or

otherwise altered (e.g., short-term reroute of the access) from conditions

prior to the start of construction. Parcel-specific details would be

determined during final design, in coordination with the City of Seattle

and affected property owners. Section 3.6.9 also lists a variety of

mitigation measures that Sound Transit will use to reduce impacts on

adjacent property owners, residents, and businesses. These include

communication about construction activities using a variety of methods

and obtaining written permission from property owners to make

temporary changes to access. Moreover, should construction activities

require temporary use of a small portion of your property, then the

conditions of use would be negotiated in a legally binding temporary

construction easement.
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B-006-004

Sound Transit's policy is to mitigate noise and vibration impacts

consistent with federal, state, and local criteria. Section 4.7.7 of the Draft

and Final EIS identify potential mitigation to be incorporated into the

project. Mitigation measures may be refined during final design but will

continue to meet applicable federal, state, and local noise criteria.

 

B-006-005

Federal agencies must comply with Section 106 of the National Historic

Preservation Act, which addresses properties eligible for listing in the

National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). Local land use and

landmark decisions are not relevant to NRHP eligibility. While the

designation criteria are similar, their application by the Washington

Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation (DAHP) and the

Seattle Landmarks Preservation Board may differ. FTA determined, and

DAHP concurred, that the Northgate Plaza Apartments are eligible for

NRHP listing because they are an intact example of a particular type of

apartment complex typical of the post-war era. This determination does

not constitute nomination to the NRHP and owner consent is not

required.
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B-007-001

Sound Transit, King County, and the City of Seattle have been involved

in planning transit improvements and related developments in the

Northgate area for over a decade.  The projects and plans to extend

high-capacity transit to and beyond the Northgate transit center reflect

the designation of the Northgate area as a regional growth center. 

Sound Transit is committed to working coorperatively with Simon, other

stakeholders, the City and King County throughout the development of

the Northgate Link Extension, as well as for the future Lynnwood Link

Extension.  

There is also a long history of environmental documents examining

enviromental impacts and identifying mitigation commitments for the

Northgate Link Extension, and now for the Lynnwood Link Extension. 

(The King County Transit Oriented development project has not yet

advanced to the stage of planning or permitting involving environmental

review.) The extension to a station at Northgate was originally part of the

Central Link Draft and Final EIS (1998-1999) and the subsequent North

Link Draft and Final Supplemental EIS (2002-2006). 

In addition, the Lynnwood Link Extension Draft and Final EIS examine

direct, indirect and cumulative impacts in Chapters 3 and 4 (in direct,

indirect as well as cumulative effects discussions by environmental

topic).  The primary other project discussed in the Northgate area

is Sound Transit's Northgate Extension, which is assumed under the No

Build Alternative, as is the underlying growth in development, population

and employment for the Northgate area and the region through 2035. 

(Plans for King County's Transit-Oriented Development project remain

conceptual).  

As the following responses to comments explain, Sound Transit expects

that many of the primary issues of concern in your letter (largely traffic

and construction period impacts) will be resolved through continued
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coordination for the final design and construction planning work for the

Northgate Link Extension.  This approach is consistent with the impacts

and mitgation commitments originally defined in the North Link Final EIS

and its Record of Decision.  Many of the areas that are identified as

sources of concern in your letter would not be further aggravated by the

construction and operation of the Lynnwood Link Extension.  The

Lynnwood project would be less intensive and more physically removed

from the Northgate station and transit-oriented development (TOD)

areas, bringing a lower potential for higher cumulative impacts than for

any of the other projects alone.  In addition, the development of the

Lynnwood Link Extension would actually reduce the number of

riders/patrons needing to access the Link system at Northgate, which

would lessen rather than increase long term traffic compared to the

Northgate Link Extension alone. 

To help further illustrate this point, the Final EIS for the Lynnwood Link

Extension has updated its discussion of the Northgate Link

Extension and has added a description of the King County TOD project. 

In earlier planning for the Lynnwood Link Extension Draft EIS, Sound

Transit and the City of Seattle considered intersections of concern for

worsened conditions with the Lynnwood Extension, and had concluded

that no adverse impacts were likely because the Lynnwood Link project

would reduce the number of trips destined to Northgate.  Finally, Sound

Transit has developed further information on its planned construction

approaches, and is incorporating the latest information on the Northgate

Link Extension's construction program, and further discussions of these

issues are included in the Transportation Technical Report. 

 

B-007-002

Sound Transit does not anticipate a continuous 10 years of major

construction activities for the combined projects. The Lynnwood Link

Extension's major construction activities near Northgate would be about

one year, shorter than the other projects, and involving primarily the
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construction of the guideway adjacent to the I-5 right of way. This would

be north of the areas where the Northgate Station, park-and-ride, and

Metro's Transit Oriented Development project would occur.

The analysis of traffic in the EIS through 2035 considers an underlying

increase in traffic growth in the area due to the planned growth in jobs

and housing in the Northgate Urban Center. The major investments in

transit in the area have been considered in the analysis of traffic. This

was the method used for the assessments of traffic for the Lynnwood

Link Extension, as well as for the Northgate Link Extension.

For both projects, Sound Transit's mitigation commitments include

measures to maintain access to the mall and surrounding

neighborhoods, and to work with the City, County, Simon and other

stakeholders to minimize impacts.

 

B-007-003

The North Link Final SEIS included a detailed review of parking impacts

for the project and identified mitigation where appropriate. Sound Transit

agrees that the planning and coordination of overlapping construction

activities would help reduce individual as well as potential cumulative

effects to traffic, access and parking. The Final EIS identifies such

coordination as a mitigation measure for cumulative effects in section

Section 3.6 of the Final EIS. The potential TOD on King County Metro

property has not been reflected in Sound Transit projects' construction

traffic analysis because there are no detailed plans available for that

project, including a proposed date for construction. However, Sound

Transit expects the development would be within assumed future growth

in traffic levels that are already assumed as part of the No Build

Alternative for the area, which incorporates more jobs, housing and trips

in the Northgate district. In addition, park and ride supply at the

Northgate Station is expected to be fully occupied. As the Lynnwood Link

Extension project would include stations with new park and ride facilities
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to the north of Northgate, capturing trips to the north, this would help

reduce demand for parking spaces at the Northgate Station, and is

projected to reduce bus trips and vehicle trips as well, compared to

levels experienced with the Northgate Extension alone.

 

B-007-004

The Northgate Extension is considered as part of No Build because the

decision to build and operate the Northgate Link Extension has been

made, the project has completed is environmental review, and it is fully

funded. It will be in place and operating before the Lynnwood Link

Extension is completed. The King County TOD project at Northgate has

been added to this list of projects considered in the cumulative effects

analysis in Final EIS, although further details and timing of the project

remain unconfirmed at this time. In addition, in response to your

comment, the cumulative construction effects for all three projects

together are now discussed in more detail in the Final EIS, including in

Chapter 3 of the Final EIS, as well as in the Transportation Technical

Report.

As noted above, in terms of long term impacts, the Lynnwood Link

Extension would attract transit trips to the north of the Northgate Station,

which would help reduce demand for parking spaces at Northgate, and

would reduce bus trips and vehicle trips as well, reducing the potential

for adverse cumulative effects.

 

B-007-005

Based on modeling data for the Lynnwood Link Extension, which shows

lower ridership and reduced trips to Northgate after Lynnwood Link

opens, Sound Transit projects decreased transit-related traffic accessing

Northgate.  This supports a conclusion that there are no additional Link-

related parking and traffic impacts in the Northgate Station area due to

the Lynnwood Link Extension, and a detailed reexamination of long term
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traffic conditions near the station is not necessary as part of the

Lynnwood Link Extension. 

 

B-007-006

Appendix H in the Final EIS lists the King County TOD project as part of

the set of projects considered for long term and construction cumulative

effects. Individual environmental topics also have added discussion

where relevant, including in transportation (Chapter 3) and Land Use

(Chapter 4, Section 4.2). If construction for the Northgate Link Extension

and Lynnwood Link Extension overlap, Sound Transit will coordinate the

separate projects to minimize traffic impacts during construction, as

described in Section 3.6.9 of the Final EIS. The Lynnwood Link

Extension is not proposing additional parking in the Northgate area, and

because the King County TOD is not a Sound Transit project, Sound

Transit is not responsible for addressing impacts of that project, whether

or not Lynnwood Link is constructed. The King County TOD project

remains conceptual at this point, and with its elements or construction

timing yet to be determined.

 

B-007-007

The indication of a construction staging area within the mall property in

Figure 6-1 of the Transportation Technical Report is primarily related to

the Northgate Link Extension, but Sound Transit is working with Simon

Properties to allow the site to be used for an early element of Lynnwood

Link Extension, which should help reduce overall construction durations

for the two projects in this area. Parking impacts associated with

Northgate Link Extension construction and operation are addressed in

the Final SEIS and ROD for the Northgate Link Extension (known as

North Link at the time of the Final SEIS).
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B-007-008

This specific proposal is not an element of the Lynnwood Link

Extension.  Responses above address Sound Transit's approach and

commitments to coordination construction period planning that would

occur regardless of details of any of the other projects or activities in the

area. 

 

B-007-009

Sound Transit recognizes the importance of the I-5 ramps and 1st

Avenue as access points for the Northgate District as well as for the mall

and its patrons. The Draft and Final EIS and the Transportation

Technical Report all indicate the Northgate/I-5 off-ramp experiences high

levels of congestion and delays, and predict increasing levels of

congestion through 2035. The continued congestion on major highways

and local streets is among the reasons light rail is to be developed in this

area, particularly as the Northgate District continues to absorb growth

and development as a regional growth center defined in regional and city

plans.
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B-007-010

The Lynnwood Link Extension's Northgate area construction activities

will primarily involve the construction of the elevated guideway.

Therefore, the duration and intensity of the construction activities are

expected to be about a year, less than what is needed for the Northgate

Link Extension, which involves a tunnel portal, guideways, the

station, the parking garage, guideways and tailtracks. Truck traffic to

serve construction activities would also be less, with less need for spoils

removal or fill, fewer materials, and fewer crossings of existing streets

and roadways. The Draft EIS had a summary of activities, but deferred

discussion of specific details to the Transportation Technical Report,

which identified the types of activities including potential night-time

periodic closures in the Northgate area on pages 6-10 to 6-19. Additional

discussion is now included in the Final EIS in Chapter 3, and updated

information is in the Transportation Technical Report.

 

B-007-011

Using the general construction and project development period for the

Lynnwood Link Extension (or the Northgate Link Extension) does not

accurately reflect the duration of construction activities with the potential

for higher construction period traffic impacts. As page 2-27 of the Draft

EIS notes, in any given location, heavy civil construction is expected to

be completed within one to two years. Construction of elevated sections

of the guideway would be staged to minimize major traffic impacts, with

most closures or detours occurring at night. Depending on a contractor's

approach to staging, the guideway segment could be placed within 3

months of relatively continuous work, or 6 to 12 months of intermittent

work. Therefore, there is not a high potential for the Lynnwood Link

Extension to create higher cumulative construction effects than those

already identified for the projects individually, and a continuous ten or

more years of heavy construction adversely affecting access to the

Northgate area is not expected considering the projects in the area. The

Transportation Technical Report gives further detail on likely sequencing
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by area to help support the finding that construction impacts can be

managed to avoid severe impacts.  

As noted above, Sound Transit's construction period mitigation

commitments will include coordinating planning with other projects as

well as with stakeholders, the City and WSDOT, which would further

reduce potential construction impacts for individual projects as well as

potential cumulative or sequential projects. As part of final design for the

Northgate Link Extension, Sound Transit has continued to develop

details of the construction sequencing and phasing.

 

B-007-012

Sound Transit recognizes the concerns of the Mall in retaining its

customer base.  The construction planning and mitigation approach for

the project includes a commitment to maintain effective access to the

mall and to parking to reduce the potential for impacts to the long term

customer base of the mall.  In addition, the long-term presence of the

light rail line near the mall and the high visibility and accessibility of the

mall for Sound Transit riders has the potential to attract customers to the

mall. 

Measures identified in Section 4.3.6 (Economic Impact Mitigation) of

the Final EIS describes communication, marketing and promotional

measures Sound Transit would implement with businesses and business

districts to minimize impacts.   This would include working with Simon

Properties to publicize that businesses are open during construction, and

to develop signage and wayfinding systems for the construction period. 

 

B-007-013

The Final EIS includes additional discussion clarifying the areas of

potential construction overlap with the other projects noted in your letter,

and also has further detail on the types of construction activities by

location for the Lynnwood Link Extension.  However, many of the
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mitigation measures already defined in the Draft EIS and that now

accompany the Preferred Alternative in the Final EIS are designed to

address the stated concerns over construction and potential impacts

to business and economic activity in the Northgate district. This includes

a commitment to coordinate construction planning and mitigation with

other projects.     

 

B-007-014

Northgate Link Extension has been discussing with Simon Properties the

use of the southwest corner of the Mall site for construction staging and

guideway construction. Impacts related to displaced parking supply are

being addressed by Sound Transit as part of the Northgate Link

Extension.

Figure 6-1 of the Transportation Technical Report indicated a

construction staging area in the mall lot based on preliminary plans; the

Final EIS has updated conceptual design plans for construction staging,

which supercedes the figures that were used in the technical report, but

still shows the edge of the property being potentially used.  Construction

staging planning is still in early stages, and the areas to be used would

depend on final design details as well as property availability, including

both public and private properties.  The Draft EIS for the Lynnwood Link

Extension identified the mall property as being affected by partial

acquisition in Section 4.1, Acquisitions, and Appendix I-4.1, and includes

conceptual plans in Appendix F that show the potential for parking stalls

on the far west edge of the lot to be impacted in order to construct

structural supports for the guideway as it crosses to the west side of 1st

Avenue NE. The Final EIS updates that information for the Preferred

Alternative.  The number of potentially affected spaces is small (less

than 20) compared to the overall supply available at the mall, and the

EIS identifies measures to mitigate any loss of parking on private

property (primarily compensation when the amount of displaced parking

is small).
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B-007-015

The Northgate Link Extension project is proposing the use of the

southwest corner of the mall parking lot, and impacts related to displaced

parking supply as well as the potential for managing potential hide-and-

ride effects, are being addressed by Sound Transit as part of that

project, consistent with the North Link Final SEIS and that project's

Record of Decision. The Final EIS and the Transportation Technical

Report for the Lynnwood Link Extension have further detail about

construction staging and sequencing in the Northgate area, and describe

both the types of activities, the timing, and the nature of construction

staging areas, which are generally west of 1st Avenue. In addition, the

Transportation Technical Report and Chapter 3 of the Final EIS both

indicate that ridership at the Northgate Station would be lower after the

Lynnwood Link Extension opens, which would reduce the potential for

transit-related traffic and parking impacts around the Northgate station.

 

B-007-016

The conclusions in the Draft EIS, with the visual simulation in Figure G-3,

shows that views would not be impaired because the prominent buildings

within the mall would continue to be visible above the elevated

guideway. The elevation of I-5 slopes down from south to north from an

elevation of about 310 feet at NE 92nd Street to an elevation of about

270 feet at NE 100th Street and continues at that level until it begins to

climb again at about 310 feet at Northgate Way. The buildings of the

Northgate Mall are at an elevation of about 300 feet. Parking lots slope

to the west and south to about 280 feet. Vegetation along I-5 and the

canopy of trees in the parking areas screen the lower portions of the mall

buildings from most of I-5, however the mall is still a prominent landmark

because of the visibility of upper floors of buildings. The light rail

guideway is generally at an elevation of 325 feet. As shown in Figure G-

3 (at about NE 97th at an I-5 elevation of about 284 feet) the guideway

obscures the lower elevations of buildings. The upper portions of

buildings and the general presence of the features of the mall are still
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clearly visible. As I-5 slopes downward to the north, views of mall from

northbound traffic are increasingly obscured by retained vegetation along

I-5 and tree canopy in parking lots. Southbound traffic north of Northgate

Way has few views of the mall because the roadway curves to the east

and views from vehicles are oriented to the southwest. South of

Northgate Way, views of the mall are out of the line of sight of drivers.

Passengers can see major features of the mall by looking sideways. The

elevated portions of the light rail guideway rise from an elevation of

about 310 feet to about 325 feet between 107th Street and Northgate

Way and are above the level of the base of the mall, but is still below the

level of the tree canopy in the mall parking lots. The upper levels of

buildings are still visible. Occupants of vehicles on I-5 have extensive

views of complex urban development on both sides of I-5 and of the

upper portions of buildings, including the mall. The presence of the mall

and other development remains the dominant feature in views from the

road. The portion of the guideway shown in Figure G-3 is part of the

Northgate Link Extension south of the current project, and therefore

illustrates the cumulative impacts of both projects. This figure also shows

the existing parking structures. Proposed station impacts were analyzed

in the Sound Transit North Link Final EIS on pages 4-54 and are

illustrated in Appendix P4.4 View Location 1.

 

B-007-017

As noted in responses above, the Final EIS and the Transportation

Technical Report provide more detail on construction and how the

Lynnwood Link Extension would reduce the demand for transit-related

trips at the Northgate Station, compared to No Build. Therefore, a

detailed assessment of traffic conditions in Northgate, in addition to the

more detailed analysis conducted for the Northgate Link Extension would

not be needed to confirm that the Lynnwood Link Extension would not

increase traffic impacts compared to the Northgate Extension alone. 
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B-007-018

The alternatives in the Lynnwood Link Extension EIS assess the

potential impacts of a project defined as providing an extension of mass

transit from Northgate to Lynnwood. The Northgate Link Extension and

the Lynnwood Link Extension are separate projects, with the Northgate

Link Extension being part of previous decisions, environmental reviews

and funding commitments that have allowed the Central Link system to

be built for the corridor connecting SeaTac to Northgate. Potential

refinements to the Northgate Link Extension are not being considered as

part of the Lynnwood Link Extension. However, as Sound Transit

continues to complete final design for the terminus of the Northgate Link

Extension, the agency is coordinating with Simon Properties, the City,

King County Metro and others to address the concerns that your letter

identifies.

In addition, the Lynnwood Link Extension EIS identifies actions that are

related to the connections between other projects as indirect, secondary

or cumulative. In this way, Sound Transit has evaluated the potential for

significant environmental impacts arising as a result of the Lynnwood

Link Extension, whether it arises directly from the project or whether it

would occur as part of other reasonably foreseeable activities in the

area. This discussion is found in the Final EIS in Chapter 4 for each

resource evaluated, and mitigation measures to address cumulative

effects are identified in the Final EIS.

 

B-007-019

For the Northgate Extension, Sound Transit has coordinated the project's

final design planning with Simon Property Group and King County Metro

to confirm the location of the park and ride facility at Northgate Station.

The areas that were considered would not be directly affected by the

construction of alternatives being considered for the Lynnwood Link

Extension. Sound Transit has also entered discussions with Simon

Property Group about the use of an area within the west part of the mall
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parking for construction staging for the guideway north of the Northgate

Station.  Depending on the final outcome of those discussions and

negotiations, the Lynnwood Link Extension could propose using this area

for construction staging.  

 

B-007-020

Sound Transit generally plans to maintain construction staging along the

Segment A alignment within the proposed guideway, stations, and other

available rights-of-way.  Properties proposed for permanent acquisition

or that are available for lease are also often considered for contruction

staging.  Appendix F of the Final EIS updates the areas that Sound

Transit expects to utilize for construction activities, which

includes the western edge of the parking lot to the mall where the

guideway would begin before crossing over to the west side of 1st

Avenue.  As you know, Sound Transit has been in discussions with

Simon Properties for this area as part of the Northgate project as well. 

As part of coordinating construction for both projects, Sound Transit is

also considering opportunities to combine some aspects of construction

of the projects into a single construction period to help reduce overall

impacts.   

 

B-007-021

This issue is related to the Northgate Link Extension and King County's

Transit-Oriented Development project, and is not related to the decisions

being made for the Lynnwood Link Extension.

 

B-007-022

In the Final EIS and in responses to this letter's individual comments,

Sound Transit has added further information describing the relationship

between the Lynnwood Link Extension to Northgate Link Extension, and

the King County TOD project. This includes further information showing

that the potential combined construction periods would not involve more
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than 10 years of intensive activities that would not be addressed by

mitigation measures already in place in the Lynnwood Link Extension

and North Link EIS documents, that the Lynnwood Link Extension would

have a more limited range and duration of construction activities,

generally north and west of the mall property, and also demonstrating

that the Lynnwood Link Extension would reduce the potential for long

term traffic and parking impacts in the district.

Sound Transit remains committed to working with Simon Properties, the

City of Seattle, King County and others as final design and construction

continues on Northgate Link Extension, and as the County ultimately

advances its TOD project.
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B-008-001

Thank you for identifying your concerns about your building and the

potential impacts to businesses and operations it houses, as well as to

other residences, businesses, and employees along the Alternatives C1

and C2 alignments. While these alternatives would acquire properties

and displace businesses and operations, requiring their relocation, the

mitigation measures identified in Section 4.1 (Acquisitions,

Displacements and Relocations), as well as in Section 4.3 (Economics),

would offset many of the impacts. Sound Transit would also work closely

with tenants, including any affected service agencies, to ensure that their

services would continue to be available during any relocation process.

While these and other mitigation measures are available for those

alternatives to reduce impacts, some impacts would be unavoidable, and

the alternatives indeed vary in terms of which properties and parties

would be affected. Still, larger scale impacts to the overall area are not

likely, because access to the surrounding area and properties would be

maintained throughout construction.

Following the Draft EIS, Sound Transit received a considerable number

of other comments voicing similar concerns about Alternatives C1 and

C2. The Sound Transit Board has identified a modified Alternative C3 as

the Preferred Alternative in the Final EIS. If this alternative is selected for

construction, then the property impacts along 52nd Avenue W would be

avoided. Again, the Draft EIS and the Final EIS both identify mitigation

measures to help reduce the severity of the impacts, and some of the

areas of impact that are noted in your comment (water, air, soil,

vegetation, and wildlife, for example) would not result in adverse effects

to the environment after mitigation has been applied.

 

B-008-002

The Final EIS provides cost estimate comparisons for all the alternatives

in Chapter 5. The Segment C alternatives have similar cost ranges. The

Draft EIS and Final EIS do not analyze an Alternative C4, but the Final
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EIS does include a Modified Alternative C3, which is similar to an option

proposed by the City of Lynnwood. As discussed in Section 4.3,

Economics, of the Draft and Final EIS, Sound Transit does evaluate the

economic effects of the alternatives, including loss of property tax

revenue, and the section also considers the potential for other types of

effects occurring during construction or operation. 

 

B-008-003

Thank you for your comments regarding near-term conditions and

impacts of the alternatives, compared to the longer range goals to

develop Lynnwood's City Center area.  Please see the Final EIS for

updated analyses of the alternatives, including the modified Alternative

C3.
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